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• Abstract (300 words):
This paper examines top three box-office earning Chinese-language features films – *The Journey* (2014), *Ola Bola* (2016), and *Ah Beng The Movie: Three Wishes* (2012) – produced and released in Malaysia up to present. Screen images and narratives contribute to a collective knowledge and memory of space and places in the city. Images of settlements (i.e. Chinese new villages, Chinatown) on films give symbolic meanings to spaces by defining purposes and activities for a large audience, and by simplifying and interpreting reality for cinemagoers. This study focuses on critical possibilities of cinema believed to be emerging precisely through its entanglements with urban setup. It also discusses the concept that spaces in city depicted in these films are generated by race and ethnic relations and are a sociological fact that forms itself spatially. The Chinese father portrayed in *The Journey* does not allow his daughter to stay with her English boyfriend at the same bedroom before their marriage. In *Ola Bola*, the football players fight for their country regardless of their race and religion. *Ah Beng The Movie: Three Wishes* depicts Malaysian Chinese in a Chinese community prepare to
receive the auspicious God Of Fortune on the eve of the Lunar New Year – the typical Chinese tradition in Malaysia. The plot and characters of the films demonstrate the complexities of the experiences of Malaysian Chinese citizens allowing for a greater level of identification for local Chinese audience, and also illustrate persistence of shared memory among them.
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